






Conformity is not the answer. 
It is the enemy.  
How to design powerful brand experiences 
that stand apart in a sea of similarity.
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(seems pretty obvious)
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I didn’t always feel this way.
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This was mortifying.



But then I discovered design.



Design is all about 
embracing and celebrating 
the things that are unique.



The principles of design.



Balance



Symmetry



Movement



Rythmn



Unity



And then there is Contrast.



Strikingly different.



Strikingly different.

















 Contrast, meet reality.

















Recognize this pattern?

* Logo name here

Subhead goes here.

Supporting message. Supporting message. Supporting message.
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Recognize this pattern?

* Logo name here

Subhead goes here.

Supporting message. Supporting message. Supporting message.

This is our story.But deep down inside, 
we feel just like everyone else.



Recognize this pattern?

* Logo name here

Subhead goes here.

Supporting message. Supporting message. Supporting message.

This is our story.So what do you put here?



How do you stand apart?



1. Always lead with an idea.



This is your brand.



A defining idea.



Name 
Brand Position 
Messaging Themes 
Voice & Tone 
Visual Identity 



 
Website 
Marketing Materials 
Training & Alignment 
Campaigns 
Social 
Etc.



This stays on.



What does an idea look like?









This was contrast.





This was contrast.





Triple, Venti, Soy, No Foam Latte.



This was contrast.







So, what does this look like 
in action?





A global regulatory practice.



Understand the space.



A global regulatory practice.

“Hugely complex.”

“Shifting standards.”

“Tangled mesh.”

“Impossible to understand, 
let alone advance.”



Understand the mindset.



We offer an unprecedented 
depth of skill, range of 
experience and true global 
perspective, but that is not 
what defines us.



We believe that regulation is 
neither a force to be feared 
nor an obstacle to be 
overcome. 



Regulatory is simply a reality 
of doing business today, and 
the organizations that 
understand it holistically 
and navigate it well are the 
ones that will advance.
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2. Own your identity.



What does that mean?



Color



Shape



Typography



Imagery



Composition



Let’s see it in action.











Make sure your signals reflect 
your message.

















Chances are your audiences 
don’t care about any of this 
stuff…



But that doesn’t mean they’re 
not responding.



3. Make it flexible.









































































































4. Challenge conventions.



Take cybersecurity.



What does cybersecurity 
look like?



cybersecurity











The limits of conventional 
photography.



Let’s create a new metaphor.



What does the 
dark web look like?



What does the 
dark web feel like?
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A brief recap.



• Conformity is bad. 
• Creating contrast can be challenging. So: 

• Always lead with an idea. 
• Own your visual identity. 
• Make it flexible. 
• Challenge conventions. 

• And, lastly, …



Aim high.





Some targets are only 
meant to be aimed at.



Thank you.

Dharma Pachner 
Founder + Creative Director, Contrast & Co. 
dharma@contrastandco.com 
contrastandco.com 

http://contrastandco.com



